Travel Safe Training

Don’t be a statistic.
Global Travel Security
Traveling abroad for executives,
employees, and their families has
increased in risk due to
kidnapping for ransom that has
become so popular in many
countries. Utilizing our resources
and contacts globally, the team
at Traveling Aware can provide
an overview of the country and
the associated risks.
Additionally, we can provide an
Executive Protection detail in the
country led by one of our agents.
This added layer of protection
and intelligence allows your staff
to conduct business or relax
during their vacation safely and
securely.

No one wants to be a victim.
Traveling Aware is a training
program designed to guide
participants through the key
stages of travel. We cover
what to pack, proper security
protocol, how to spot and
avoid scams, and even what
you can do if an abduction
situation should arise. Simply
put, we bring awareness to any
type of travel.
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Executive
Protection

Traveling Aware is the
liaison between you and
Human Resources. We
guide and advise
executive and staff on
appropriate protocol.
Additionally, the Team at
Traveling Aware has a VAST
global intelligence network
to draw upon for support
and intelligence sharing
while overseas.
Our principals have
conducted Executive
Protection details for heads
of state, diplomats, and
high-level executives. Our
detail planning is extensive
and designed with
everything necessary to
keep your principals safe.

“You	
  were	
  here	
  for	
  two	
  weeks	
  undercover	
  and	
  no	
  one	
  knew	
  there	
  was	
  
anything	
  wrong.	
  We	
  felt	
  so	
  much	
  safer	
  knowing	
  you	
  were	
  here.”	
  	
  
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  -‐JW,	
  Large	
  Hospital	
  Group	
  

“Thank you for everything. It was like secret service detail!”
- Dignitary, Israel

Introducing Corporate Espionage Counter Measures
Because your IP shouldn’t be in jeopardy when you jet-set…
From start to finish, we have you
covered. The team at Traveling Aware
conducts advanced
meeting location surveys
to ensure no listening
devices or “bugs” have
been planted.
Additionally, while the
meeting is in process we
provide a layer of
meeting security for the
meeting site, as well as,
the meeting principals. We meet any
incoming CEO, CFO, to COOs or staff
at the airport and safely transport
them to the meeting location. Lastly,

we employ electronic counter
measures while the meeting is in
process to maintain a high
level of meeting privacy.
The TA team can provide
an added layer of security
for corporate executives
and their families, should
the need arise. Armed or
un-armed agents can be
dispatched to your place of
business, residence and
even travel locations to keep your
people safe in the event of a threat or
just for peace of mind.

Call 1-800-745-0691 for more info

Stuﬀ Happens.
Don’t be a statistic.
During your travels, the odds of
encountering a kidnapper are
slim. The odds of falling victim to
a young street criminal are much
more staggering though.
What would you do if:
You were being watched?
A natural disaster strikes?
Something is slipped in your
drink?
You are pickpocketed?

Travel Safe, Not Sorry…
No one wants to be a victim.
Traveling Aware is a training
program designed to guide
participants through the key
stages of travel. We cover what
to pack, proper security protocol,
how to spot and avoid scams, and
even what you can do if an
abduction situation should arise.
Simply put, we bring awareness to
any type of travel.

Traveling Aware
Wellington, Missouri
800-745-0691
www.travelingaware.com

Safe Travel
Training
When Seconds Count,
Help is Minutes Away

“The safe travel training that Robert and his company, Traveling
Aware, provides is excellent. It helped me recognize travel risk and
awareness skills, which I had not previously considered. I highly
recommend this training if you travel internationally
and want to do
so safely.” -Jeﬀ Herman, Executive Director
Aﬀecting Change International

Travel Aware: Better Safe than Sorry
We love to travel. And while it’s great to
go somewhere new, no one place is the
same. Sometimes, often times, we
forget to pack our common sense. And
that can be detrimental.
The goal of the Traveling Aware Course
is to equip you with strategies and
techniques to ensure safe travel. This
means more memories and less mischief
on your next adventure.
Travel is much more than just booking a
ticket. It requires planning. Before you
go, AND while you are gone.

Did You Know:
1. 33% of travel insurance claims are
for lost or stolen possessions.
2. The UK reports more than 600,000
pickpocketing incidents per year.
3. Iceland is considered the safest
country to visit.
4. Phoenix, AZ has recently earned
the title of car theft capital of the
world.
5. Brazil has one of the highest
homicide rates and is known for
“quicknappings”.
6. Air travel is safer than road trips.

